Client & Student Disclosure and Waiver Form

to satisfy Senate Bill SB-577

“Our intention at Source Healing is to share our spiritual guidance to assist others in making empowering and caring changes for themselves.
We hold a space of love and teach from the premise that all things are possible as we recognize ourselves as Source. We make no claims, and
always encourage people with physical and psychological problems to seek care from appropriate medical professionals.”

Rev. Christine Hodil’s training and education:
1983-2009: Private healing and teaching practice <> 2007: Ho'oponopono training with Īhaleakala Hew Len, Ph.D <> 2005 and 2006: living
with Big Island, Hawaii <> 2003-2005: living with Mt. Shasta, CA <> 1998-2002: 7 levels Fusion empowerments, & Master Fusion Practitioner certification from V (Ventanadasana) <> 2001: trip to and initiations with Egypt, with Tom Kenyon <> 1999: ordained as an interfaith
minister by renowned faith healer Rev. Delorise Lucas <> 1995-1998: Corelight teacher training, with Leslie Temple- Thurston <> 19901998: study awakening with Leslie Temple-Thurston <> 1997: received Reiki Master empowerment <> 1992-1994: Art of the Shekinah
Initiations series, with Jason Leen <> 1986-1990: studied, was initiated, played for healing rituals with Brazilian shaman; worked at Tibetan/
Brazilian clinic as healing medium and drummer <> 1989: Massage Practitioner certification, Diamond Light School <> 1988: Shaktipat
initiation & study with Bramananda Saraswati <> 1984-1986: study with metatherapist/ healer Evalena Rose <> 1983-1989: study & received sessions with psychogenic healing counselor George Conley

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I understand that any treatments, sessions, or groups attended given by Rev. Christine Hodil, are spiritual in nature, and that she claims no medical, psychological, or physical outcomes from these sessions. I partake of any such sessions with Rev. Christine Hodil of my own free will. I
understand that the purpose of this session, consultation, event, or class, is to better understand my own body, psyche, and the spiritual nature of
my world. and is an opportunity to relearn the habits of optimum flow of energy in my life. I understand that I’m responsible for integrating
what is taught or received in order to benefit. I understand that this course, session, class, or consultation is not diagnosis, treatment, prescription, or therapy. I understand that Rev. Christine Hodil is not a licensed physician, psychologist, or therapist. I am solely responsible for my own
reactions and feelings in response to the information or suggestions presented. I agree to not hold Rev. Christine Hodil or Source Healing responsible for any changes or lack of changes in my or others’ lives. I understand that spiritual healing and self-healing can be a mysterious process, and that results can become apparent immediately, with passage of time, or not at all. I understand it is not up to Rev. Christine Hodil how
this process unfolds for me or others. I agree to hold harmless and indemnify Source Healing and Rev. Christine Hodil from any and all liability
for any personal injury or property damage arising out of Source Healing related activities.
I’ve read and understand the above disclosure about Source Healing treatment and classes offered by Christine Hodil, and her education and
training. I have discussed with Rev. Christine Hodil the nature of her services. I understand that Rev. Christine Hodil is not a licensed physician
and that Source Healing services are not licensed by the state. I understand it is my responsibility to maintain a relationship for myself with a
medical doctor. I have consented to use the services offered by Rev. Christine Hodil and agree to be personally responsible for the fees of Rev.
Christine Hodil in connection with the services provided to me. For sessions I agree to give 24 hrs. cancellation notice, or I will pay for that
session in full.

Additional Agreements Specifically For The Metaphysical Healing, Enlightenment, and Embodiment Training Program, 2009-2010:
I acknowledge that to receive a Certificate of Completion of this program I will need to complete all assignments, hand them in, and attend all
sessions that are part of this program.
I acknowledge that I will maintain strict and complete confidentiality of all that is shared by the other participants and teacher(s) in this group.
I understand that Rev. Christine Hodil will dismiss any participant from this program, without dispute or refund of tuition, if she feels that person is disruptive or harmful to the group.
I understand that the tuition of $3750 is due in full by Sept 30, 2009, or that thereafter tuition of $3950 is due to be paid in full before the start of
class Oct. 17, 2009, and that there are no refunds and no transfer of tuition.
I give permission to Rev. Christine Hodil to use my image, voice or words in materials relating to this program. (We will check in about this
with all participants at the start of the course to determine comfort level in some areas.)
Audio or video recordings are not permitted. All techniques, teachings, writings, and recordings are the sole property of Rev. Christine
Hodil and are not to be shared or distributed in any way with others without her written consent.
I am committing to this program wholeheartedly, and agree to come into this program with an open heart and mind, a deep desire to learn and
grow, an attitude of self responsibility, and an attitude of harmlessness to all others involved in the program.

Name_____________________________________________________ Signed_______________________________________________ Date__________

